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the princeton university developed the simbad package, a collection of software programs, developed by the astronomers at the institute for advanced study, to facilitate astronomical calculations on large models of the universe. initially, three programs were developed, but now there are up to six applications with more than 50 powerful algorithms at the users
disposal. similar to the free plugin archos skyalbum by carl bowers and published under the gnu gpl, redshift7 is distributed under the gnu general public license. activating redshift 7 premium – after the trial period, just buy this product from the amazon.com website. the licence key is included, and automatically activated when the product is bought! this makes it

absolutely mandatory to buy the redshift 7 premium from the amazon.com website! using redshift 7, we also recommend to use the included planetarium control to remotely control your telescope (movable eyepieces included). redshift 7 allows you to view, explore, analyse and record your astronomical observations. it is optimized for use with a computer with
windows vista, windows 7, windows 8 or later, installed. redshift 7 makes heavy use of the opengl, version 3.3 or later, graphics processor, and supports most modern video cards. most low-cost graphics cards, and many high-end cards, are well supported by redshift 7. for example, a geforce 7400 gs may run redshift 7 on a decent pc with a fairly standard graphics

card. redshift 7 supports 11 different telescope types, including refractors, reflectors, custom gregorian/astrographs/canalast, cassegrain, and newtonian reflectors, through-the-lens (telescope-based) afocal and afocal (refractor-based) lyot correctors. redshift 7 includes many powerful astronomical features. you can use redshift 7 to mount and view any kind of
telescope or camera. all of the refractor and reflector types are supported, as are gc/a and cassegrains. you can view the entire night sky in 3d. redshift 7 includes built-in scope control, flexible and powerful macro recording, comprehensive database and powerful analysis tools. these features and more make redshift 7 an outstanding choice for astrophotographers
and other users of hobby telescopes. redshift 7 is used around the world by amateurs, professional astronomers, universities, observatories, and observatory-related businesses. redshift 7 is known for its good documentation, extremely fast searches, and built-in tools like the metatags, the autochart. redshift 7 is a powerful telescope control package that requires

only a standard pc running windows with windows vista, windows 7, windows 8 or later with a decent graphics card, installed. redshift 7 retails for $59.99 for the standard version. for more detailed information about redshift 7 and its features, please visit http://www.redshiftlive.com. the redshift 7 team: steven eifert (mad-glue) christian puschmann oliver
schuchmann (oschuch) kerstin schuz (kls) ivana schuck
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astronomy is a wonderfully dynamic science. as we look farther and farther from earth and explore the deep space and the planets, we also find that the laws of physics don't stop changing. over the past few centuries, the placement of stars in the sky has moved, and our understanding of the way stars work has changed. discoveries have shaped our
understanding of the universe and the meaning of life. astronomy is exciting. it's a continuous process of discovery. the night sky has been viewed as a barrier to astronomy since ancient times. in the united states, the passage of the commercial space act in 1958 put an end to the legal impediment for the first time. this act applied to the then "closed" skies of the

united states and other western countries; after this event, other countries moved into a "public" domain of observation. after 1958, similar laws were passed in other western countries, and the sky barrier is being lifted still further throughout the world. in many parts of the world, space observations are no longer hampered by law, and sky observability is being
expanded to the point that the number of astronomical observatories is increasing rapidly. redshift is a measure of the doppler effect experienced by light emitted by an object. the effect is defined as the ratio of the observed redshift to the actual velocity of the object. this is the same as saying that redshift is the frequency (or wavelength) of light emitted at the

time of observation divided by the frequency (or wavelength) emitted at the time of a reference measurement. more precisely redshift is defined as one part of the observed spectrum of a source of light which moves away from us. the redshift is only really significant when the observer is looking at the source at angles of around 50 degrees or more, otherwise the
light is blurring out and the redshift is too small to be measured. 5ec8ef588b
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